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Company: Sabena Aerospace

Location: Steenokkerzeel

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Sabena Engineering is a leading independent and international aviation solutions provider

for civil and military operators. Our capabilities cover the main aircraft types, including Airbus,

Boeing, Lockheed, regional and military aircraft and rotor aircraft. With our unique and

innovative solutions to both regular and complex needs, Sabena Engineering is all set to grow

as a worldwide proximity partner, bringing its expertise wherever needed.

SABCA offers a full range of services to the civil, space and military aviation markets and

recently expanded into the commercial Unmanned Autonomous Systems market as an

integrator of aerospace-grade solutions for the industry.

Sabena Engineering & SABCA are part of a unique industrial ecosystem in the Belgian

aerospace industry which is owned by Sabena Aerospace (holding company) and by the

Société Fédérale de Participations et d’Investissements (SFPI/FPIM).

Are you ready to join us?

Your Main Responsibilities:

Contribute to the orderly operation of stock and material storage area

Maintain inventory by identifying, labelling and keeping materials and supplies in stock and

recording location of inventory

Locate materials and supplies by pulling and verifying materials and supplies listed on

production orders for dispatching

Receive credit-return material and supplies from production, records supply codes, lot

number and quantities and put them back in stock
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Operate forklift and pallet jacks to move items within the store or to load/unload transport

vehicles

Perform regular inventory controls

Transport parts to different outstations in case of urgent need

After a period of on-the-job training, you could incorporate a flexible schedule that may

include 6/14 breaks and on-call duty during weekends.

Your Profile :

Technical or administrative background, with qualification or training in the field of logistics

You are in possession of a forklift driver’s license

You are fluent in English and in French and/or Dutch (spoken and written)

You have a sense of organization and work meticulously

C driver’s license is a plus

Our Offer :

Join the Sabena Engineering family, which is passionate about aviation and fully

dedicated to its success. Within our organization, everyone contributes to our target to meet

our customers’ needs, with their own expertise and their responsible behaviour.

Have the great opportunity to contribute with us to bringing aviation expertise wherever

needed.

Benefit from a competitive package and develop your skillset to contribute to the company’s

success.

Apply Now
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